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ABSTRACT: Small-scale instrumentation suitable for use in the centrifuge can be a challenge, specifically
when conventional instrumentation has limitations that preclude their use. In this research, a model geosynthetic
material was used to span a void in a centrifuge model, and the strain in the geosynthetic was required to be
measured. The conventional use of strain gauges would result in local stiffening over the void, obscuring the
true strain that would be experienced in the material otherwise. The advance of fibre optic instrumentation
allows this alternative, specifically the Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG)-based technique which is considered in this
application due to its small size. This research gives discussion on the use of fibre optic instrumentation in the
centrifuge, the calibration process required to ensure reliable readings, as well as the potential for future and
broader use of fibre optics in the centrifuge.

1 INTRODUCTION
In monitoring of civil engineering construction and
structures, the use of fibre optics is increasing as an
alternative to conventional strain gauges. This can be
attributed to increased reliability of sensors and availability of interrogators, and increased awareness
amongst researchers and engineers about this type of
instrumentation.
Fibre optic sensors have the advantage of being
small and lightweight, showing a good level of robustness and versatility. They are commonly integrated into a variety of geotechnical and engineering
structures such as anchor rods, structural components
and composite structures. A great benefit of these sensors is the ability to obtain a series of measurements
over an extended length of a structure with only a single fibre optic cable with no electrical cabling required. As a result of their small size they are able to
monitor structures with minimal disturbance to the
structural integrity and alteration of the properties due
to the presence of the instrumentation. This effect is
of increased importance when monitoring softer materials such as plastics or textiles.
The indicated advantages of fibre optic instrumentation give it the potential for application in geotechnical centrifuge modelling where small-scale instrumentation is needed to monitor strain in a variety of
applications.
In this research, a model geosynthetic material was
used to span a void created by lowering a trapdoor in

a centrifuge model, and the strain in the geosynthetic
was required to be measured. The conventional use of
strain gauges would result in local stiffening of the
material over the void, obscuring the true strain that
would be experienced in the material otherwise.
2 FIBRE BRAGG GRATING
The type of fibre optic monitoring that will be considered in this study is the use of Fibre Bragg gratings
(FBGs). An FBG is a short segment of an optical fibre
with a periodically modulated core refractive index;
it is manufactured by exposing the core to an ultraviolet laser through a phase mask. The FBG reflects a
particular wavelength of light and transmits all others
(Ferraro & De Natale, 2012; Kreuzer, 2011). Each
grating is manufactured with a unique period and will
have a signature Bragg wavelength corresponding to
the period of the index of refraction variation of the
FBG. The reflected wavelength has a very small
bandwidth and is shown as a peak in the spectrum;
this wavelength is able to be recorded by interrogation of the fibre with a swept laser and recording the
reflected wavelength. Straining a FBG causes a
change in the grating period resulting in a change in
wavelength of the reflected ultraviolet light. A schematic diagram of the properties and principle of operation of an FBG is shown in Figure 1.

3 PROOF OF CONCEPT
3.1 Instrumenting geosynthetics
Fibre optic sensors have been considered for use in
monitoring strains in geosynthetics in a number of
cases; the fibres can be attached to a single strand of
a geogrid or woven into the geotextile structure, allowing measurements of geotextile strain; examples
are given in Kapogianni et al. (2010a), Lienhart et al.
(2014) and Voet et al. (2005). The use of small, flexible fibres minimises conformance errors that may be
experienced when using conventional instrumentation such as strain gauges or rod extensometers glued
onto the surface, and results in more accurate measurement (Villard & Briançon, 2008).

Figure 1. Schematic diagram Fibre Bragg Grating operation.

The Bragg wavelength is calculated according to
the Equation 1 (Kreuzer, 2011), and is typically in the
range of 1510 – 1580 nm.
𝜆𝐵 = 2𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 Λ

(1)

where λB = Bragg wavelength of the FBG; neff = effective index of refraction; and Λ = the period of the index of refraction variation in the grating.
Due to the temperature and strain dependence of
the refractive index of glass and grating period of the
FBG, the wavelength of the reflected component will
also change as function of both temperature and/or
strain. Temperature compensation is therefore required for accurate measurement of applied mechanical strain in the fibre optic cable. The relationship between the change in the wavelength and the Bragg
wavelength is shown in Equation 2. This is dependent
on the input mechanical strain, temperature caused
strain in the specimen material and the change in the
glass refraction index due to temperature (Kreuzer,
2011).
Δ𝜆/𝜆𝐵 = 𝑘 (𝜀𝑚 + 𝛼𝑠𝑝 ∗ Δ𝑇) + 𝛼𝛿 ∗ Δ𝑇

(2)

where: Δ𝜆 = measured change in wavelength of FBG
(nm); 𝑘 = gauge factor (typical value = 0.78); 𝜀𝑚 =
mechanical strain applied to the fibre; 𝛼𝑠𝑝 = expansion
coefficient of the specimen (K-1); Δ𝑇 = change in temperature (K); and 𝛼𝛿 = change in the refractive index
(K-1) (typical value 5-8 x 10-6).
Processing of the wavelength information allows
the strain in the fibre to be determined if the temperature is known; the FBG therefore functions effectively as a strain gauge of an equivalent length to the
FBG and would effectively be able to obtain the strain
at discrete points in the geosynthetic in the application to be considered.

3.2 Literature on fibre optic instrumentation in the
centrifuge
Limited use of fibre optics for strain measurement in
the centrifuge has been reported.
Kapogianni et al (2010b) describe the use of fibre
optics to measure geotextile strains in physical model
tests of reinforced walls in the centrifuge. 20mm long
FBGs were glued onto the geotextile reinforcement.
A drum centrifuge was used for the testing, and the
interrogator was placed near the centre to minimise
effects of acceleration on the interrogator. It was reported in the study that the geotextile strains were
able to be successfully recorded in the testing; strains
of up to 2000  at 100g were obtained. The size of
the FBGs results in the averaging of strains over a
large length, and would therefore not be suitable for
characterising changes in strains at more discrete
points as would be required in this study.
Weng et al. (2014) also describe the successful use
of FBGs to monitor strains in the centrifuge up to an
acceleration of 60g. In this study, the FBGs were attached to concrete piles to measure shaft resistance
during installation of the piles. Nadler and Greene
(2006) used FBGs for measurement of testing of explosives in a geotechnical centrifuge with the placement of the interrogator in the centrifuge. No other
examples of the use of FBGs in the centrifuge have
been found in the literature
3.3 Preliminary test setup
A proof of concept test was conducted to ensure that
measurements obtained from the fibre optics instrumentation in the centrifuge were reliable. The primary concern was the survivability of the interrogator
under sustained gravitational acceleration and the viability of this system in the centrifuge needed to be
established before the process of instrumenting and
testing a geosynthetic was started.
The fibre optic interrogator used was the MicronOptics SMC 130. This was placed on the centrifuge

beam as close as possible to the centre of the centrifuge to minimise the gravitational acceleration experienced by the interrogator; the box was orientated
such that the axis of the fans aligned with the direction of the gravitational acceleration to minimize impact of g-level on the operation of the interrogator. A
diagram of the centrifuge and interrogator installation
in presented in Figure 2, and a photograph of the installed interrogator on the centrifuge beam can be
seen in Figure 3. The g-level experienced by the interrogator during the test was approximately 6 g.
A simple extension test was conducted by attaching a fibre optic cable with three 8 mm long FBGs
inscribed on it to two plates. The plates were connected to the top and bottom of a hydraulic cylinder
which was connected to a second cylinder with the
piston connected to a linear actuator. A diagram
showing the setup of the extension test is shown in
Figure 4.
The downwards movement of the linear actuator
results in an upwards movement of the cylinder to
which the plates are attached and this applies a uniform strain to the cable which is measured by interrogation of the FBGs. A fourth FBG at the end of the
fibre was not subjected to any mechanical strain but
only reading changes in temperature; this was used
for temperature compensation of the recorded change
in wavelengths of the FBGs.
Two linear displacement transducers (LVDTs)
were used to measure the change in height of the top
plate of the piston and provide an alternate measurement of the fibre optic strain.

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of fibre optic proof of concept extension test.

3.4 Test results
The extension test was started with the fibre optic cable slack. The piston was moved upwards until the
FBGs recorded a change in wavelength. The slack
taken up before straining of the FBGs started was
1.57 mm. The initial length of the cable, L0, was
measured as 352 mm at this point.
The extension was applied to the fibre optic cable
in incremental steps of ±0.2 mm until the LVDTs read
a change in height of approximately 1.0 mm; in the
initial estimate this was calculated as approximately
2500 ; this limit was set so as not to break the fibre
optic cable. Loading and unloading was therefore applied in four to five increments; this cycle of testing
was repeated at 10, 20, 30 and 40 g to determine if glevel had any impact on the results. The Bragg wavelengths for each of the FBGs are shown in Table 1;
this wavelength remained unchanged after each cycle.
Table 1: Bragg Wavelengths for FBGs
Top
Middle
Bottom

m) 1558.11 1554.53
1556.50

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of plan view of centrifuge (not to
scale).
To centre of rotation

Figure 3. Photograph of MicronOptics interrogator in the centrifuge.

Temperature
1552.73

At the maximum strain in each test cycle the difference in strain measured between the three FBGs
was approximately 20 ; this is less than 1 % of the
maximum strain value and is deemed an acceptable
error. The average strain reading of the three FBGs
was used in the further analysis and comparisons.
The temperature compensation FBG showed a variation of ~ 2.5 as the fibre optic cable was strained;
this was regarded as insignificant and temperature
compensation was not required in this test.
The fibre optics and LVDT measurements were
recorded on different data acquisition systems; the
offset between time recordings was determined by
correlating the start of the each of the straining increments. The recorded change in wavelength of the
FBGs and change in height of the LVDTs are shown
in Figure 5 with the coordinated time scales.

3.5 Conclusions from preliminary test

Figure 5. Measured output from FBGs and LVDTs during full
test sequence.

The preliminary test of the fibre optic interrogator and
FBG strain measurements in the centrifuge show that
the system works and is able to give reliable results.
Further conclusion are as follows:
• The interrogator remained securely in place
during the test; no damage to the interrogator
or fans was observed. This was confirmed with
comparison of pre- and post- centrifuge extension tests at 1g that the same system as used in
Fibre optic recording was possible throughout
the test; no malfunctioning of the interrogator
was noticed during the test.
• Excellent correlation between FBG strains and
calculated strains using the LVDT data was
achieved in all tests conducted.
• Strain results from FBG readings were
smoother (less noisy) with sharper response
time than LVDT readings. As a result, the fibre
optic data requires less filtering than the LVDT
data and is able to provide a clear start as to
when straining occurs.
This test successfully showed the potential for further use of FBGs and MicronOptics interrogator in
the centrifuge.
4 GEOSYNTHETIC INSTRUMENTATION

Figure 6. Calculated strain from FBGs and LVDTs for test at
40g.

The calculated strain results from the two measurement systems are plotted in Figure 6 for the test
conducted at 40g; the recommended gauge factor of
0.78 was used for the FBGs and the strain was calculated according to Equation 2 without the change in
temperature components.
Figure 7 plots the FBG strain against the LVDT
strain. Careful selection of the LVDT reading when
the FBG starts reading strain is required as the LVDT
is moving at this moment and large differences in the
zero reading are evident for small changes in the initial selected time.

Figure 7. FBG strain against the LVDT strain for test at 40g.

For the testing of the geosynthetic-reinforced soil
over voids, a model geosynthetic was chosen according to scaling laws presented by Springman et al.
(1992) and Viswanadham & Konig (2004). A woven
polyester pollen mesh was tested to have appropriate
model stiffness parameters for the chosen prototype
stiffness of 1000 kN/m.
As indicated in Section 3.1, FBGs were considered
the most appropriate instrumentation alternative in
the application under consideration. The success of
the proof of concept test showed the reliability of
FBG measurements and the survivability of the interrogator in the conditions that would be experienced in
the test of the geosynthetic-reinforced soil over the
void. The process of instrumenting the geosynthetic
with FBGs was therefore started.
The primary section of the geosynthetic to be instrumented is the section over a 50mm wide planar
void. The instrumentation was designed with the aim
to record as many measurements as possible across
the void. The minimum length of FBG that could be
manufactured reliably for this application was 5 mm;
3 FBGs were spaced over a 30 mm distance. A diagram of the instrumentation plan is presented in Figure 8.

The completed fibre optic strands were woven
through the model geosynthetic to maximise the
strain transfer between the geosynthetic and FBGs.
Gluing over the FBG would stiffen it and would result
in it not recording the actual strain; the FBGs were
therefore glued on the end of each coated section with
Epoxy and allowed to cure. Figure 9 shows a
photograph of the completed instrumentation across
the portion of the geosynthetic to span the void.

load on the geosynthetic and the FBG response has a
similar shaped response. The Bragg wavelength of
the FBG once the load has been removed changes after each load cycle due to a plastic straining of the
geosynthetic.

Geosynthetic clamps

FBG instrumentation

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of FBG instrumentation for geosynthetic (not to scale).

Portion of geosynthetic
to span over void in test

Figure 10. Calibration of instrumented model geosynthetic in the
Instron tensile-testing equipment.

Figure 9. 30 mm woven sections of fibre optic cable with FBGs
woven into model geotextile and glued on ends (highlighted by
arrows).

5 CALIBRATION
A calibration of the fibre optic response to the applied
strain measured by Instron tensile-testing equipment
was conducted. An annotated photograph of the calibration setup is shown in Figure 10. An extension
controlled calibration was conducted at a rate of 1%
per min. In the calibration, cycles of loading and unloading were applied; the load on the geosynthetic
(kN/m), extension (%) and change in wavelength of
the FBGs () were measured during the calibration.
Four cycles of loading to 1 % extension, six to 2 %
and three to 2.5 % were applied.
An example of the results for one of the FBGs is
presented in Figure 11. This shows that the measured

Figure 11. Measured load and FBG response against time with
applied extension cycles.

The measured load and FBG response are plotted
as a function of each other in Figure 12. As can be
seen in Figure 12, the load/FBG relationship is a function of the amount of extension applied, and the calibration factor will need to be determined for the appropriate loading range. The response in each cycle
for the same cycle is repeatable, and will allow a linear calibration over small extension ranges (1 % cycles), or a curvilinear calibration over larger expected
extension ranges. The curved response is due to the
material properties of the geosynthetic and not due to

the inherent properties of the fibre optic instrumentation. A change in the base wavelength of the FBG was
measured in the change from 1 % to 2 % extension
cycles with smaller changes occurring in each of the
subsequent cycles.
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